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coinage ... - currency change in pre-millennial catalonia. 217 currency change in pre-millennial catalonia:
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... - uncle, charles of anjou, the king of sicily, but he had not arrived in tunisia when the crisis of louis ix’s
death occurred.3 philip turned in-stead to a man in the royal entourage, a chamberlain named pierre de la
broce.4 this pierre would become, in the words of one well-informed
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original research and analysis. opinions expressed in the journal are those of the authors. they do not
represent the views or policies of the siam society. printed byamarin printing and publishing public company
limited 65/16 chaiyapruk road, taling chan; bangkok 10170, thailand. a critical inquiry into the scottish
language with the ... - attributedtowalterofcoventry,thatasearlyasthereign ofwilliamthe lion the scottish
court had adoptedthe manners, dress, andeven languageof france,^ then fashionable a flood at tarsus fds.duke - a flood at tarsus ) 45 transliterated, al-furât. in an unpointed text, confu-sion of the two names
could be easy enough: al-baradân al-furât faced with the unfamiliar name, the ethiopic transla-
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